3D genome structure contributes to the establishment or maintenance of cell identity in part by organizing genes into spatial active or inactive compartments. Less is known about how compartment switching occurs across different cell types. Rather than analyze individual A/B compartment switches between pairs of cell types, here, we seek to identify coordinated changes in groups of compartment-scale interactions across a spectrum of cell types.
Results
To characterize the impact of genome folding on cell identity, we integrated 35 Hi-C datasets with 125 DNase-seq, 244 RNA-seq, and 893 ChIP-seq datasets. We first find physical associations with the nuclear lamina inform the most dramatic changes in chromosome structure across cell types. By examining variations in chromosome structure, transcription, and chromatin accessibility, we further observe that certain sets of correlated chromosome structure contacts also co-vary in transcription and chromatin accessibility. Analyzing ChIP-seq signals, we find that sets of chromosome contacts that form and break in sync tend to share active or suppressive histone marks. Finally, we observe that similar principles appear to govern chromosome structure fluctuations across single cells as were found across cell types.
Background
It is commonly accepted that human cell types can be classified by their different patterns of gene expression and epigenetic status. Indeed, numerous recent studies use this idea to classify different cell types in tissues like brain and kidney, for example, by single cell RNA sequencing, chromatin accessibility and state profiling [1] , [2] , [3] . In addition to gene expression and epigenetic state, the 3D folding of the genome also appears to play a crucial role in defining cell type. From the first Hi-C dataset, it was clear that a major variation in 3D genome structure between cell types is the pattern of chromosome spatial compartmentalization into "A" (active) and "B" (inactive) compartments [4] . Indeed, in a more recent compendium of Hi-C maps across human cell types, it was observed that about 60% of genomic loci are "dynamically" compartmentalized in different tissues and cell types [5] . When regions change compartments, this shift is often associated with a change in expression of genes in those regions [6] . As a consequence, numerous studies have tried to characterize the differences in spatial compartmentalization between cell types and its relationship to other linear features of the genome [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] . So far, however, the most common analyses track changes between pairs of cell types or conditions in terms of which regions switch their compartment assignment from A to B or where the boundaries of topologically associating domains (TAD) are strengthened or lost.
With the proliferation of Hi-C datasets, approaches are needed to simultaneously compare the patterns of genome structure change across many datasets at once and to identify the major patterns of change. Methods are also needed to move beyond identifying isolated changes of compartmentalization in certain loci and instead to identify how chromosome contacts change coordinately across the chromosome. Several studies have tried to elucidate cell-to-cell variation within chromosome structure. For instance, Sauerwald and Kingsford used the sample-pair comparison approach to identify similar TAD intervals across 23 human Hi-C samples and found cancer cells show higher structural variability in pancancer gene regions [11] . However, two-sample comparison methods may not recognize an emergent collective pattern that arises from a comprehensive comparison of multiple cells, and pairwise comparisons do not reveal whether detected differences are statistically correlated. Some studies also have used PCA to compare A/B compartment profiles across cell types [10] , but such analyses still require first converting 2D Hi-C profiles into 1D profiles, and then using the 1D information to infer cellular variations. Such analysis does not analyze what sets of variations drive the segregation of different cell types.
We previously reported the application of a contact matrix analysis originally developed for the study of a protein's structural dynamics, E-PCA, to a set of Hi-C matrices across nine different blood cell types on a portion of one chromosome [12] . Our results showed that the strength of compartment segregation was the major source of variation across those cell types, but we did not further investigate which particular A-A or B-B associations formed or separated coordinately. Here, we apply E-PCA to 39 Hi-C datasets across widely varying cell types to determine, across all chromosomes, which interactions contribute most to the chromosome structure fluctuation across cell types. We identify regions that exhibit coordinated structure change: that is, certain regions switch their interaction partners in concert across cell types. When one set of interactions breaks, another set forms. We find that lamina associated domains (LADs) are a major genomic feature that correlates with the coordinated changes in compartmentalization among cell types. Further, there appears to be a coordinated switch between long distance associations mediated by the lamina and interactions in a shorter range involving superenhancers. The interactions that define the major modes fluctuation tend to occur at genomic regions that are highly variable in their transcription and chromatin accessibility. We further find that patterns of chromosome structure fluctuation are related to certain sets of histone modifications. Strikingly, these underlying factors that appear to guide the major fluctuations across cell types also are found to be associated with the major fluctuations in chromosome contacts across individual cells in single cell Hi-C datasets.
Results

Analysis pipeline for the elucidation of genome structure variation
We present our main analysis pipeline in Fig. 1 . We first collected Hi-C datasets that cover a variety of cell types which are available from previous publications, ENCODE, or our own laboratory, and then we processed them into interaction contact matrices at 100kb resolution. We next applied E-PCA to locate key sets of interactions that vary coordinately across cell types (step 2). The details of the E-PCA approach can be found in our previous study [12] . Briefly, E-PCA takes as an input a set of contact matrices (here, Hi-C data from different cell types), flattens each matrix into a vector of contacts, combines all these contact vectors into one matrix that contains every pairwise chromosome contact (rows) across all input cell types (columns), and then uses PCA to detect correlated patterns of contacts (PC1, PC2, etc.) that best capture the variation across cell types. We isolated the bin pairs in the top 1% of positive and separately top 1% of negative PC loadings as "key variable interactions" and classified these genomic regions according to their nuclear lamina association annotation (step 3). We also represent this top 1% of key variable interactions in circular plots (step 4) . This circular plot intuitively shows the interaction switches that occur between positive and negative PC scenarios. It also allows clear annotation of nuclear lamina association, transcription variation, or chromatin accessibility variation that characterize these positive and negative interaction sets. In step 5, we filtered the key interactions from step 4which link pairs of regions that are co-transcribed and/or co-accessible according to RNA-and DNase-seq data across cell types. This allows us to identify which sets of interactions are most related to cell-type specific gene expression changes or local chromatin state changes. In step 6, we scored each genomic bin by how often it is involved in a key variable interaction and use this 1D information to compare with peaks called from ChIP-seq that targets different histone marks. Our pipeline takes advantage of E-PCA to extract chromosome interaction sets that can be integrated with other 1D regulatory signals. We used the approach to elucidate the variation of genome structure and successfully interpreted the observed variation from different angles.
E-PCA captures coherent chromosome structural variance
Principal component analysis (PCA) on Hi-C chromosome contact matrices can reveal consensus features and major structural variations. Specially, the conventional chromosome contact PCA highlights the spatial separation of active and inactive chromatin regions but is unable to dissect the major fluctuations of chromosome structure across different cell types. Our previous work applying E-PCA to microscopy data and Hi-C data demonstrated an alternative approach to capture dominant motions of chromosome structure [12] . Here, we apply this E-PCA approach to find major variations of genome structure for each chromosome across 35 Hi-C datasets from different cell types (Table 1) . Among these 35 datasets, we included two to three replicates for some cell types. This allows us to verify that the important variations reported here are not from technical differences. We also include both primary cells and cell lines, cancer, blood, fibroblast, and epithelial types. While this is not a comprehensive set of cell types, our focus is to demonstrate how E-PCA can derive general principles of chromosome structure changes across a diverse range of samples. E-PCA reflects not only which interactions vary across cell types, but how those varying interactions are correlated, and thus may work together to drive variation among cell types. The E-PCA results presented in Fig. 2a illustrate that positive interactions (red) usually form as a set in the same cell type with other positive interactions (red), and that these interactions tend to break when the set of negative interactions (blue) forms. We focus on the first three principal components labeled E-PC1 -E-PC3, as these capture at least 70% of the variation across Hi-C datasets in most chromosomes (Table S1 ). We focus on a few chromosomes as examples in the main figures, but chromosome structural variations captured by E-PCA for all chromosomes are shown in Figure S1 . The first three principal components capture distinct types of structure variation and suggest a high complexity in chromosome folding ( Fig.  2a ). It is important to note that the overall sign of positive and negative PC values (indicated in red and blue) are arbitrary, only showing interactions that are anti-correlated (when red interactions form, blue interactions break and vice versa). As such, the types of interactions labeled positive and negative by E-PCA for one chromosome may have an inverted sign on another chromosome.
With E-PCs representing the major modes of chromosome structure fluctuation across the 35 Hi-C samples, we can project each sample into the first two principal component spaces to identify which cell types are most similar to and different from one another with respect to these modes of variation ( Fig.  2b and Figure S2 ). For example, the chromosome structure variations captured by chr3 E-PC2 separate blood cell types from fibroblasts, epithelial, and endothelial cells. We next investigated whether the top E-PC patterns generated from one chromosome have any relation to those from another chromosome. To generate a consensus view of cell type grouping, we performed hierarchical clustering on the projections of each cell type onto the first three E-PCs across all chromosomes. Strikingly, we found most E-PC1s were clustered into one group, with separate clusters emerging for E-PC2s and E-PC3s ( Fig. 2c ). PCA on each chromosome was performed independently and thus there is no mathematical reason that E-PC1 from different chromosomes would necessarily segregate the cell types in a similar way. The fact that E-PC1, 2, and 3 projections form distinct clusters indicates chromosome structural variations displayed by each principal component are capturing a similar biological mode across chromosomes. However, there are some exceptions. For instance, chr21 E-PC3 was clustered with E-PC1s of other chromosomes, suggesting variations captured by chr21 E-PC3 is like variations in E-PC1s of other chromosomes. Examining the clustering patterns of the cell types, we found that 6 blood cell types, including B cell, CD4+ T cell, CD8+ T cell, Neutrophil, Macrophage and Monocyte, are clustered in a group, fibroblasts (two Hff replicates and BJ1) cluster together, and two A549 lung cancer cell replicates are closely clustered with other cancer cell lines (T47D, ACHN, A375, and two HepG2 replicates). The results above indicate two perspectives for us to understand chromosome structure variation between cell types: 1) structure modes of different chromosomes follow similar principles and 2) similarities or differences between cell types can be distinguished by interaction sets rather than simply by individual interactions or compartment switches.
Nuclear lamina interaction associates with the most prominent mode of chromosome structure change across cell types
After defining the correlated patterns of interaction variation across cell types, we next sought to identify biological features along the linear genome that could help explain these patterns. Genomic regions often have contacts with the nuclear lamina (lamina associated domains, termed LADs). LADs help anchor interphase chromosome topology and play a role in gene regulation [13] , [14] . Regions commonly associated or rarely associated with the lamina have different levels of gene expression and distinct histone marks [15] . A modified DamID method has been used to characterize genome-nuclear lamina interactions across cell types at a single cell level, classifying genomic regions according to whether they associate with lamina always, never, or sometimes [16] , [17] . We used this genome-wide LAD annotation to investigate whether chromosome structure variations captured by E-PCA are associated with physical attachment with nuclear lamina.
LADs have been classified by Kind et al. as "constitutive" (cLAD), genomic regions associated with the lamina in nearly every cell type, and "facultative" (fLAD), genomic regions that change their lamina association in different cell types. We assigned the LAD type to each 100kb genomic bin and compared these annotations with key variable interactions in heatmaps and circular plots ( Fig. 3 ) [17] . Chromosome 21 provides a clear example of the result we found consistently across other chromosomes. The chromosome contact fluctuations captured by E-PC1 of chr21 involve changes in interactions between the genomic regions annotated as fLAD (facultatively associated with the nuclear lamina) and the rest of the chromosome. One set of highly correlated interactions, captured by positive E-PC1 values, are revealed to be coordinated interactions of fLAD regions with ciLAD regions (genomic bins that are constitutively located in the nuclear interior). Interactions with strong negative E-PC1 values occur between the same fLADs and cLAD regions. This indicates that the major structural switch across the 35 Hi-C datasets on chromosome 21 involves fLADs interacting mutually exclusively either with LAD-associated or interior regions on the rest of the chromosome. ( Fig. 3a and 3b ). To capture this type of switch quantitatively across all chromosomes, we classified all E-PC positive and negative interactions according to their LAD interaction type. We found that this type of LAD interaction switch is the major fluctuation across most chromosomes. As stated above, for chr21, fLAD-ciLAD interactions represent most positive E-PC1 interactions, while fLAD-cLAD characterize negative E-PC1 interactions (Fig. 3c ). For the remaining 22 chromosomes, we also found that one or two LAD interaction types account for the major interactions in E-PC1s and E-PC2s. Specifically, many E-PC2s are a tradeoff between cLAD-ciLAD and cLAD-c/fLAD. While E-PC2 is more related to folding of cLADs, E-PC1 is more related to opening/closing of fLAD regions. (Fig.  3b and Figure S3 ). In summary, we reason that the major source of cell-to-cell variation in chromosome structure is attachment or detachment of a set of regions from the nuclear lamina.
Lamin-associated chromosome structure fluctuations coincide with cell type specific gene expression
Chromosome structure changes across cell types may influence cell-type specific gene regulation. Indeed, the relationship we observed between major chromosome structure fluctuations and lamin association suggests a connection between structure variation and gene expression, since lamin association is related to gene repression. For example, we would hypothesize that the major interaction switch observed for E-PC1 on chr21 results in activation of the fLAD region when it is in contact with the ciLADs (red links) and repression of the fLAD region when it is in contact with cLADs (blue links) ( Fig. 3b ) [15] . We explicitly tested this predicted implication of chromosome structure for gene expression by identifying the 4 cell types with the most extreme E-PC1 projections which also have available RNA-Seq data ( Fig. 3e ). We examined gene expression in the fLAD regions that exhibited the large interaction switch among cell types: from chr21:28,100,000 to chr21:29,000,000. fLADs in this region interact with repressive cLADs in GM12878 and endothelial cells, while the same fLADs switch to interacting with ciLADs in SJCRH30 and A375. This lamina association switch between cell types in general corresponds to the predicted direction of gene expression change: 6 genes out of 10 in this region have higher expression in SJCRH30 and A375 than in GM12878 and endothelial cells ( Fig. 3f ).
Specific sets of variable chromosome interactions correspond to coordinated variations in chromatin accessibility and gene expression
Beyond the role of LADs, to further connect chromosome structure fluctuations to gene regulation and chromatin state, we took advantage of DNase-seq and RNA-seq datasets across many cell types available from ENCODE [18] . DNase-seq profiles chromatin accessibility and whether genomic regions are likely to be open to be regulated or transcribed. On the other hand, RNA-seq represents the combination of transcription, RNA stability, and RNA degradation. In our study, we treated signals measured by RNA-seq as an indicator of transcription. We first calculated chromatin accessibility and transcription variation across all cell types at 100kb bin resolution for each chromosome. Overall, transcription variation has a positive correlation with chromatin accessibility variation ( Figure S4 ). We note that regions that are constitutively LADs or non-LADs (ciLAD and cLAD) tend to have low variation in transcription and chromatin accessibility, while regions that are fluctuating (fiLAD and fLAD) show higher transcription and accessibility variation ( Fig. 3d ). We next compared regions of high accessibility and transcription variability with the key variable 3D interacting regions identified by E-PCA. We first divided genomic bins into two sets based on transcription or accessibility variation, high and low respectively. Next, we quantified what proportion of key interactions belong to the high variation set. We found that more than 50% of key interactions belong to both high-variation sets in positive E-PC1 and negative E-PC2 and high transcription variation set in negative E-PC2 ( Fig. 4a ). We conducted a permutation test by shuffling high/low variation sets 100 times to assess the statistical significance of this enrichment. This led us to think that modes of positive E-PC1 and negative E-PC2 may be relevant to regulation in chromatin accessibility and transcription.
We further hypothesized that pairs of genomic regions connected by key variable 3D interactions would change their transcription and accessibility in a coordinated manner. Indeed, previous work has already shown that correlations in chromatin state between regions can be used to predict the A/B compartment interaction pattern of a single cell types [19] . To examine how coordinated chromatin or transcription relates to key variations in interactions across cell types, we isolated the key interactions that bridge co-transcribed or co-accessible regions, as defined by covariation of bin pairs using RNA-seq and DNase-seq datasets (Methods). We find that certain sets of correlated interactions are highly covariant in accessibility and transcription while other sets are not. For chr3, for example, most of the positive E-PC1 links are also co-variant in accessibility, and most of the negative E-PC2 links are co-variant in transcription ( Fig. 4b ). Interestingly, we observe that E-PC1 relates to co-accessibility while E-PC2 relates to co-transcription ( Fig. 4c) . Specifically, the set of positive E-PC1 interactions very often link co-accessible regions, while the set of negative E-PC2 interactions link co-transcribed regions across most chromosomes. For some chromosomes (such as chr19), the same set of interactions (negative E-PC2) link regions that are both co-transcribed and co-accessible. But it is intriguing that in most cases accessibility and transcription variation relate to different modes of genome structure variation. Overall, these results suggest a model in which chromosome folding patterns captured by positive E-PC1 and negative E-PC2 represent interactions among high-variation regions, in terms of chromatin accessibility and transcription. Further, this suggests that the spatial proximity leads to co-transcription and co-accessibility, suggesting a possible regulatory rule that association and dissociation of these interaction sets lead to coordinated changes in transcription or accessibility in these regions.
To further quantify the correlation of interaction variation with transcription and chromatin accessibility variation, we converted 2D interaction links to a 1D profile by quantitating how often each genomic bin was involved in the positive or negative interaction set. The higher the peak is, the more key this genomic bin is to structural variation across the entire chromosome. We then calculated the Pearson correlation between interaction count of each bin and transcription or chromatin accessibility variation. Most regions involved in key E-PCA interactions have a positive correlation with transcription variation and chromatin accessibility variation ( Figure S4c ). We found co-transcribed/accessible key interactions have an even higher correlation with transcription/accessibility variation than non-cotranscribed/accessible interactions captured by E-PCA ( Figure S4c ). This suggests that genes which vary the most in accessibility and transcription across cell types are coordinately controlling their expression and chromatin state through forming and breaking spatial contacts between them. Conversely, there is a separate set of interactions that form and break across cell types which do not link co-regulated genes, and we find that these interactions also do not link regions with highly variable gene expression.
Variable chromosome interaction sets enriched for certain histone modifications
Since we found that a switch between cLAD and ciLAD interactions was a major feature of positive and negative interaction sets for E-PC1 and E-PC2, we hypothesized that these interaction sets would also 7 be characterized by different histone modifications. LADs have generally low gene expression activity and are modified by suppressive markers, like H3K9me2 and H3K9me3. In contrast, inter-LADs are enriched with genes, higher expression activity and active histone marks like H3K4me3 and H3K27ac [15] . To examine how positive and negative interaction sets identified by E-PCA relate to histone modifications, we integrated E-PCA information with ChIP-seq datasets. We aggregated ChIP-seq peaks for H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9me3, H3K9ac, H3K27me3, and H3K27ac across various cell types and matched them with our identified key variable interactions. The result showed that key interactions in positive E-PC1s and negative E-PC2s have positive correlation with H3K9me3 (an inactive mark) and strong negative correlation with the 4 active marks (Fig. 5a ). These interaction sets were also found to co-vary in accessibility (above), so the addition or removal of H3K9me3 and the resulting association and dissociation from the lamina might underlie the forming and breaking of these interactions and their accessibility. In contrast, key interactions in negative E-PC1 and positive E-PC2 do not show any distinguishing strong correlations with different histone marks. This is in line with the fact that these same interaction sets are also not strongly associated with co-accessibility or co-transcription.
Previous studies have shown that super enhancers, which are clusters of enhancers occupied by regulators and mediators, and often defined by high levels of H3K27ac, play a crucial role in shaping cell identity [20] , [21] . We therefore evaluated the relationship between our identified key cell type variable Hi-C interactions and super-enhancers. Specifically, we took advantage of previously identified super enhancers by Khan et al. [22] . Their investigation discovered 82,234 super-enhancers in 102 human tissue/cell types. By comparing aggregated super-enhancer peaks with key interactions, we found that key interactions in negative E-PC1s and positive E-PC2s are strongly correlated with super-enhancer peaks, while positive E-PC1 and negative E-PC2 are not. Notably, these sets associated with super-enhancers are opposite from those associated with co-transcription and co-accessibility, described above. Therefore, it appears that spatial clustering of super-enhancer domains forms in opposition to spatial clustering of cotranscription/co-accessible regions (when one set of interactions breaks, the other forms). Accordingly, peaks in negative E-PC1s and positive E-PC2s are strongly correlated with H3K27ac peaks while peaks in positive E-PC1s and negative E-PC2s are strongly correlated with H3K9me3 peaks (Fig. 5b and 5c ). Thus, the distinct interaction patterns between positive and negative E-PC values are partly explained by distinctions in histone modification.
Single cell Hi-C shows that similar principles govern chromosome structure variation both between individual cells and across cell types
Finally, we investigated whether the variations of interaction sets identified across cell types in population averaged Hi-C are related to fluctuations between chromosome structures among single cells. Therefore, we analyzed Hi-C measurements of 6,135 single cells generated by Ramani et al [23] . Due to limited sequencing depth in each individual cell, we considered the interaction sum of every 50 cells as a meta cell. To decide which cells to group together for this sum, we first used Monocle to arrange cells in a pseudotime order [24] . Though this method was first developed to analyze single cell RNA-seq, it was later chosen to order cells by single cell chromatin accessibility [25] . Our results suggest that the algorithm Monocle utilizes is capable of ordering cells by other types of sequencing data, including Hi-C. We first performed E-PCA across meta cells genome wide at 50 Mb resolution. We projected these 6135 single cells to reduced 2-dimensions by Monocle and ordered cells according to pseudotime (Fig. 6a ). Next, we grouped every 50-cells as a mega cell in a continuous manner. We reason that grouping cells by the continuous pseudotime will capture different "cell states" that can be represented by the mega cells. Grouping also augments the interaction contacts and we can use E-PCA at a finer resolution. Such a procedure is useful for dealing with single cell Hi-C data that is often "noisy" due sequencing depth issues. Aggregating data across small groups within the dataset combats such noise while still allowing the detection of fluctuation. This idea is guided by the Central Limit Theorem, which describes how the variance is changed with the size of the sub-grouping. Instead of the 100 kb bins we used for bulk Hi-C, we selected 1MB bins for single cell Hi-C E-PCA analysis of the meta cells, and correspondingly used this bin size for LAD annotation and ChIP-seq dataset comparisons.
What we have seen previously hints that the fluctuation of chromosomes between individual cells as observed by imaging showed similar features to the fluctuation of chromosome structures between cell types measured in bulk Hi-C. Here, we found that the first 3 E-PCs from single cell Hi-C do not completely resemble the first 3 E-PCs from bulk Hi-C (Fig. 6b ). However, we did see a similarity between bulk Hi-C fluctuations and single cell fluctuations after we annotated interactions with LAD types. We found that the strongest positive and negative interactions in E-PCs captured distinct interaction types associated with LADs. For instance, Chr3 positive E-PC2 interactions tends to involve ciLAD-fLAD interactions. On another hand, Chr3 negative E-PC2 interactions involve more cLAD-fiLAD interactions (Fig.  6c ). As in bulk Hi-C, this suggests that a major fluctuation mode between chromosomes in single cells involves lamina association switches. We further found that positive and negative interaction sets in each principal component have distinct correlations with histone marks as well as transcription variation and accessibility variation ( Figure S6 ). Stronger correlation with H3K27ac comes with stronger anti-correlation with H3K9me3, consistent with findings in bulk Hi-C ( Fig. 6d ).
Discussion
Our application of E-PCA isolates key sets of chromosome interactions that vary across Hi-C experiments in many cell types. The interaction variations that we are considering are primarily at the A/B compartment scale, both because of our choice of bin size and because we are comparing Hi-C maps in which we have removed the inherent distance decay of interactions with linear genomic distance. The major modes of chromosome contact variation we uncover segregate cell types according to overall lineage and separate cancer from non-cancer cells. This ability to compare numerous Hi-C datasets would allow us in the future to project a new dataset onto an atlas expanded by the E-PC axes. These axes aredefined by an existing range of cell types and the projection would determine whether a perturbation has shifted the genome contacts along one of the key directions identified by the E-PC space. This is conceptually analogous to previously published tracking of cell differentiation or epithelial to mesenchymal transitions along gene expression PCA spaces [26] , [27] , but would give a picture of whether genome contact changes in such conditions match the expected progression toward chromosome structure characteristics of other cell types.
Beyond being a convenient method to assort cell types along an axis, the interactions revealed as varying in concert across cell types provide valuable conceptual information about what types of chromosome conformation changes are dominant across cell types. Remarkably, the first and second principal components of structure variation are conceptually quite consistent across chromosomes, indicating that they reveal general principles of cell-type specific genome folding. Both modes of variation are dominated by interactions of genomic regions with different characteristic lamin associations. The mode which explains the largest fraction of variation, PC1, involves certain regions changing their interaction partners from repressive LADs to more active interLADs. This suggests that a major mechanism controlling cell identity is sequestering different regions to the nuclear lamina. This result is in line with the recent observations from SPRITE that anchoring to nuclear bodies such as active speckles or the lamina is a major organizing factor of genome structure [28] . Here, we further extend this concept by finding that this is not only true within a single cell type, but that switches in this anchoring are the definitive difference in chromosome structure between cell types. These results also have the interesting implication that there are certain facultative LADs that most often switch their spatial arrangement between cell types. Rather than inventing an entirely new spatial arrangement for each cell type, there appear to be certain regions that are altered within a common framework.
These consistent components of structure variation also represent different aspects of the connection between genome structure and gene regulation. The interactions that form and break in concert captured by PC1 involve regions that also coordinately change their local chromatin accessibility across cell types. Meanwhile, the PC2 interaction set brings together genes that are coordinated in their transcription. Both of these interaction sets show polarized relationships with active and inactive histone modifications, suggesting that histone modifications are involved in the formation of both interaction sets. Often, open chromatin is thought of as synonymous with gene activation. But detailed analyses often find that while the two are correlated, the connection is not one to one. In fact, when accessibility and transcription are measured in the same single cells, the correlations between the two are only partial [25] . Our result suggests that while both local chromatin state and gene expression co-vary with changes in 3D genome folding across cell types, certain interactions might be more involved in coordinated accessibility while others coordinate gene expression.
In both major modes of structure variation, one correlated interaction set is co-accessible or cotranscribed while the anti-correlated set of interactions (which forms when the co-transcribed set breaks, for example) is not related to co-varying genes or highly variable genes across cell types. Strikingly, the set of interactions that co-vary in accessibility and transcription are enriched for H3K9me3, while the set that does not involve interactions between co-varying genes is enriched for superenhancers. This may imply that certain sets of genes that define cell types are marked as heterochromatin and brought together at the nuclear lamina for coordinated repression. On the other hand, cell type specific genes controlled by super-enhancer interactions are activated in some cell lineages and not others but are not co-regulated as a set.
The results of this study raise several questions that need further clarification. First, as this work simply observes co-variation, we cannot prove whether the observed co-variation of chromosome structure, transcription, and chromatin accessibility is critical for maintaining cell identity or the establishment of cell identity. In this study, our information about changes across differentiation are limited, because all samples in the Hi-C data considered here are from differentiated cells. Future applications of E-PCA analyses can investigate correlated chromosome contact changes across differentiation and during specific perturbations that can help tease out the causality of the correlations we observe. Also, the coherent changes we observe occur on average across cell populations. To understand the details of this co-variation, future studies will need to employ techniques like combined single cell sequencing. Joint profiling of chromatin accessibility and gene expression has showed the existence of co-variance to some degree by using single cell technology. Combining single cell Hi-C with RNA-seq or ATAC-seq in the same cells would further clarify the establishment and coherence of cell identity at multiple levels.
Conclusion
Applying E-PCA across a set of population Hi-C experiments not only allows a comparison of how similar and different genome structure is in these different cell types but uncovers key factors in chromosome structure variation across cell types. We find the major variations in genome folding between different human cell types involve regions that vary in their association with the nuclear lamina. By identifying key variable interaction regions and integrating these with gene expression, chromatin accessibility and ChIP-seq data, we find that co-regulated gene expression corresponds to a certain set of correlated interactions while a different set of interactions is more related to coordinated local chromatin accessibility. Interaction patterns captured by E-PCA are either associated with super-enhancer dense areas or with regions that are co-transcribed/accessible. This suggests some regulatory principles: first, that co-variation in gene expression between sets of highly variable genes across cell types is largely governed by lamina association. In contrast, developmental regulation of specific genes involves interactions with super-enhancers, but not clustering with large sets of co-regulated genes. Both regulatory rules can influence cell-to-cell variation. In this study, we also confirmed that key interaction regions on chromosomes have distinctive properties with respect to histone modifications. These regions either have a high density of active marks, like H3K27ac, or repressive marks, like H3K9me3. Finally, we show that single cells exhibit similar patterns of chromosome structure variation between cells of the same type as are observed between cell types in bulk Hi-C data.
Methods
Data sources
LAD type labels were kindly provided by Bas van Steensel [17] . Blood cell type data was obtained with permission from the PCHI-C Consortium that generated this data [29] and the European Genomephenome Archive. All other datasets can be found on ENCODE Project website (https://www.encodeproject.org/) or were generated from our lab. (See Fig. 2b ) Processing of Hi-C matrices followed ENCODE computational guidelines, which can be found at (1); RNA-seq datasets were processed into Bigwig files that contain signals of expression. As for DNase-seq and ChIP-seq, we used signal bed files that present accessibility and histone modification as the form of signal. All Dnase-seq and ChIP-seq signals were generated under ENCODE standard pipeline (2, 3).
(1) https://www.encodeproject.org/documents/75926e4b-77aa-4959-8ca7-87efcba39d79/@@download/attachment/comp_doc_7july2018_final.pdf (2) https://www.encodeproject.org/documents/03e5b535-dcdf-4d5e-8ffc-fa7bef88b34b/@@download/attachment/DNase-seq%20Pipeline%20Overview.pdf (3) https://www.encodeproject.org/documents/6f6351d4-9310-4a3b-a3c2-70ecac47b28b/@@download/attachment/ChIP-seq_Mapping_Pipeline_Overview.pdf
Normalization
Normalization of Hi-C matrices followed the guidance described in [30] . We normalized RNA-seq, Dnaseseq and ChIP-seq datasets used in this study by chromosome. For instance, peaks called from one genomic bin were divided by the sum of peaks called from the entire chromosome in the sample and multiplied by the mean of sum of peaks called from the same chromosome across all samples. All normalized datasets were log transformed after the addition of a pseudo-count.
E-PCA
To calculate the major variations in interaction patterns across Hi-C datasets, we applied the E-PCA method as previously described in the previous study [12] . We use the Spearman correlation matrices (where each entry is the correlation of contact patterns between the given pair of bins) rather than contact frequency matrices in order to emphasize the compartmentalization pattern rather than emphasizing only fluctuations in very local interactions, which may dominate the contact frequency matrix.
To cluster E-PCs, we first calculated a Euclidean distance matrix based on the first three E-PC scores of 39 samples and then performed hierarchical clustering.
Variation/covariation of RNA-seq and DNase-seq
Variations in RNA-seq and DNase-seq were calculated per genomic bin across samples. Then, we divided variation into high and low two sets, by setting median as the threshold for each chromosome. For covariation, we calculated the Pearson correlation for every bin pair, and only correlations larger than 0.5 were defined as co-expression and co-accessibility. To confirm the robustness of the variation and covariation, we performed random down sampling to 75% and repeated over 100 times.
Key interactions and histone modification
Due to the numbers of possible interactions across the whole genome, we only filtered top 1% interactions in positive and negative E-PCs. This top 1% of interactions represent the most co-varying interactions identified by E-PC. We defined key genomic regions by quantifying the occurrence of one genomic bin in those top 1% interactions. To find key regions that are enriched for a histone modification, we used ENCODE narrowPeak information, binned at 100 kb for each cell type. We then fit Poisson distributions to these binned peak tracks from the same chromosome in the same sample and we selected genomic bins with p < 0.001 and assigned them a binary value of 1. Then, we added up the binarized peaks across all samples. We next calculated the Pearson correlation of the key interaction frequency with key region frequency of each individual histone mark to represent the relation of interactions with histone modifications.
Single cell Hi-C
We used Monocle to order single cells, as described http://cole-trapnell-lab.github.io/monoclerelease/docs/. Different from single cell RNA-seq analysis by Monocle, we chose all interactions instead of variable interaction contacts to order cells. This is because the 50MB genome wide interaction matrix containing 2556 interactions has many fewer dimensions than the single cell RNA-seq expression matrix. After ordering, monocle assigned a pseudotime to each individual cell and we group every 50 cells as a mega cell in a continuous manner to preserve "cell state" at that time point. However, this approach didn't return a dataset that has the same fine resolution as bulk Hi-C. Therefore, we chose a 1 Mb bin size and performed E-PCA for each chromosome. Due to 10-fold less resolution than bulk Hi-C, we also binned the LAD annotation set, RNA-seq, DNase-seq and ChIP-seq at this lower resolution so we could compare single cell Hi-C to these sequencing data. Chromosome structural variation by E-PCA across all chromosomes (except chr3, which is presented in Fig. 2 ). Heatmaps are ordered from E-PC1 to E-PC3 and from chr1 to chrX.
Figure Legends
Figure S2.
Cell types projected onto the first 2 E-PC axes across all chromosomes (except for chr3, presented in Fig.  2 ). Scatter plots are ordered from chr1 to chrX.
Figure S3.
Quantification of lamina interaction type in key variable interactions. chr21 is presented in figure 3 . Pie charts are ordered from E-PC1 to E-PC3 and from Chr1 to ChrX.
Figure S4.
Chromatin accessibility variation and transcription variation. a. Scatter plot of variation of accessibility and transcription. Each dot is from one 100kb genomic bin. X and Y axis show how each bin varies with respect to transcription and chromatin accessibility across all cell types. b. Pearson correlation of transcription variation and accessibility variation for each chromosome. c. Relationship between accessibility/transcription variation and types of key interaction links. Each point quantifies one set of interaction links for a given chromosome (ie E-PC2 negative links on chr3). Therefore, there are 92 points in total: from positive and negative E-PC1 and E-PC2 sets across 23 chromosomes.The x-axis represents the correlation between accessibility variation and involvement in this set of links across all bins on the chromosome. That is, a high value indicates that bins involved in this interaction set have more variable accessibility across cell types. A low x-value means this interaction set is unrelated to accessibility variation. The y-axis represents correlation between transcription variation and involvement in the same set of links. Middle and right panels filter key interactions according to whether they link regions that are co-accessible or co-transcribed. Co-accessible/transcribed interaction sets are better correlated with variation in these same features across cell types (right panel). Conversely, some interaction sets that are not co-accessible/transcribed have no relationship to gene expression variability (negative correlations, middle panel).
Figure S5.
Correlation of interaction sets and histone marks. Positive or negative interaction sets identified by E-PC1 and E-PC2 of all chromosomes (except chr3 and chr11) correlated with 6 histone marks (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9me3, H3K9ac, H3K27me3, and H3K27ac).
Figure S6.
Correlation of interaction sets and histone marks (single cell Hi-C). Positive or negative interaction sets identified by E-PC1 and E-PC2 of all chromosomes (except chr3) correlated with 6 histone marks (H3K4me1, H3K4me3, H3K9me3, H3K9ac, H3K27me3, and H3K27ac).
Table 1
Summary of Hi-C samples. Samples are indexed from 1 to 35 with brief description and data source. chr17_E−PC2   16  17  18  19  13  15  24  25  35  29  31  30  20  21  1  22  26  23  28  10  8  9  2  11  27  4  5  12  33  34  6  7  3 14 32 
Endot hel i al cel l s_1 Endot hel i al cel l s_2 SJCRH30_1 SJCRH30_2 A375_1 A375_2 
